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ABSTRACT: Machine learning has exhibited powerful capabilities in many areas. However,
machine learning models are mostly database dependent, requiring a new model if the
database changes. Therefore, a universal model is highly desired to accommodate the widest
variety of databases. Fortunately, this universality may be achieved by ensemble learning,
which can integrate multiple learners to meet the demands of diversified databases.
Therefore, we propose a general procedure for learning ensemble establishment based on
noncovalent interactions (NCIs) databases. Additionally, accurate NCI computation is quite
demanding for first-principles methods, for which a competent machine learning model can
be an efficient solution to obtain high NCI accuracy with minimal computational resources.
In regard to these aspects, multiple schemes of ensemble learning models (Bagging,
Boosting, and Stacking frameworks), are explored in this study. The models are based on
various low levels of density functional theory (DFT) calculations for the benchmark
databases S66, S22, and X40. All NCIs computed by the DFT calculations can be improved
to high-level accuracy (root-mean-square error RMSE = 0.22 kcal/mol in contrast to
CCSD(T)/CBS benchmark) by established ensemble learning models. Compared with single machine learning models,
ensemble models show better accuracy (RMSE of the best model is further lowered by ∼25%), robustness and goodness-of-fit
according to evaluation parameters suggested by the OECD. Among ensemble learning models, heterogeneous Stacking
ensemble models show the most valuable application potential. The standardized procedure of constructing learning ensembles
has been well utilized on several NCI data sets, and this procedure may also be applicable for other chemical databases.

1. INTRODUCTION

Noncovalent interactions (NCIs) are the dominant driving
force in many significant systems, such as biological
molecules,1 supermolecules,2,3 and nanomaterials.4,5 For large
molecular systems, they are ubiquitous and represent a very
important binding mode. Their striking manifestations include
the properties of liquids,6 functional materials,4,5 molecular
recognition,7 or the structure and function of biomacromole-
cules,8 to name just a few. The direct experimental measure-
ment of NCIs has been extremely difficult, especially for large
molecules, so computational methods have become important
tools for investigating NCIs.9,10

Currently, CCSD(T)/CBS is considered the gold standard
of NCI calculations, so its results can provide benchmark data
that can be used for investigating the nature of NCIs.11,12

However, it is a quite demanding calculation, and even
unrealistic for molecules with tens of atoms.13,14 Recently,
great progress has been made: Neese et al. have developed a
linear scaling DLPNO−CCSD(T), which provides CCSD
calculations for large molecules with high efficiency and
accuracy,15−17 and machine learning potentials have also been
effectively used for improving computational methods.18−21 In

spite of these advances, the need for better efficiency is not yet
satisfied. Density functional theory (DFT) methods are the
most often used quantum chemical methods because of their
low cost and satisfactory performance,22 and DFT is one of the
most promising tools for large molecules. However, DFT
methods with NCI computations are still one of the major
application obstacles.13,14,22−24 Lately, progress in machine
learning has begun to soar again, which opens up new
opportunities for improving DFT NCI calculations.
Recently, artificial intelligence/machine learning has been

widely adopted in various research fields and industries, and its
spread and influence are still growing. There are many
algorithms for regression modeling. According to the complex-
ity of learning frameworks, they can be divided into three
categories: weak, ensemble and deep learning. Although single
machine learning is simple and weak, it is the basis of complex
machine learning methods. Conventional techniques, such as
back-propagation, activation function, and neural network, are
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frequently used in deep learning.25 In machine learning
methods, linear and nonlinear algorithms are generally
adopted. Linear regression analysis methods include ordinary
least-squares regression or multiple linear regression (MLR),
principal component regression, partial least-squares (PLS)
regression, ridge regression, least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator elastic net, and linear support vector
regression (SVR). On the other hand, popular nonlinear
methods, such as artificial neural networks, deep learning,
nonlinear SVR, and random forests (RF), are often used to
solve difficult problems.26−28

In practice, machine learning adoptions depend on the scale
and attributes of databases. At present, deep learning is a
hotspot, but it is not applicable to all databases. Small
databases can only be modeled by single and ensemble
learning methods, since deep learning needs to be fed by big
data. However, single machine learning is usually unstable and
its generalization ability is limited because of its data
sensitivity. While ensemble learning is a machine learning
paradigm and a collection of a finite number of single machine
learning algorithms trained for the same task,29 it aims to
obtain better prediction performance than that from any of its
component weak learning (i.e., base learner) algorithms. Plenty
of applications have shown that ensemble learning generally
outperforms a single learning model. In addition, it has been
found very useful in diverse domains, such as computer-aided
medical diagnosis, computer vision, network security, and so
on.30,31 Currently, even deep learning is applied under
ensemble frameworks for better performances.32

Bagging, boosting, and stacking are three basic schemes of
learning ensembles. In principle, when constructing a capable
ensemble learning method, two important things should be
considered carefully: the diversity of base learners and a
suitable combination rule to achieve a final output.33 The
common source of diversities can be determined from different
features or training subsets, or perhaps various settings of base
learners. For early bagging and boosting methods, the diversity
is acquired by the resample strategy. The classifiers included in
bagging are trained with various data subsets, which are
randomly sampled from the original data set. Generally, a
majority voting scheme is applied as the combining method to
make a collective decision in bagging. Boosting mostly uses a
weighted resample strategy, where the weights of all instances
are initialized equally, whereas if an instance is misclassified, its
weight will be increased. Thus, it is more likely to select the
misclassified instances into the next training subset. A stacking
ensemble is based on at least two levels. In the first level,
multiple base learners are trained. The diversity can be
introduced by using the same or different base learners with
various feature spaces or training subsets. In the second layer, a
combination learning algorithm (i.e., meta-learner) is applied
to generate the final prediction. The meta-learner takes the
outputs of first-level base learners as inputs to get the real label
instead of the vote in bagging and boosting.
Our correction model combines machine learning and

quantum chemical calculations. The quantum chemical
methods are carried out to obtain molecular descriptors,
which are taken as the inputs of machine learning for
performing modeling. In our models, the calculated value of
the property/target by a low-level theory (e.g., DFT calculated
NCI) is also taken as a molecular descriptor. Because quantum
chemical descriptors, especially the calculated target value,
capture the major physical essence, a machine learning model

is quite likely to establish a solid relationship between the
inputs and targets. In this way, the gap between the calculated
value and the target value is easy to reduce.26 Moreover,
running a machine learning model usually only takes hours at
most, so in our study the time spent on obtaining high
accuracy results is similar to that of the low-level calculation.
Therefore, low-level quantum chemical calculations can be
remarkably and efficiently improved to high accuracy. In our
previous study, general regression neural networks (GRNN)
were applied for NCI databases, in which different DFT NCI
calculations were corrected to high level computational
methods.34 The root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) of the
DFT calculated NCIs were improved by at least 70%.
However, the stability and generalization of correction models
need to be further improved. Addressing these problems,
herein, a variety of ensemble learning models for NCI
calculation corrections are developed, and general ensemble
modeling strategies are explored. The established learning
ensembles further improve the DFT NCI calculations. Among
ensemble models, a typical structure, two-layer heterogeneous
stacking ensembles, shows high performance on tested
databases. To simplify ensemble model applications, a general
procedure for learning ensemble establishment has been
proposed. The two-layer stacking model is able to be
standardized. In the first layer, the number and variety of
base learners are two key factors. The number can be
determined by meta-learner training through forward selection.
The variety acquired by different feature selection methods
significantly contributes to the accuracy of model predictions.
In the second layer, meta-learners are trained by inputs
determined in the first layer. Therefore, to achieve an
exceptional learning ensemble, this standardized procedure
may include several basic steps: multiple feature selection,
hyperparameter determination and base/meta learner training.
The details of each step are discussed in section 4.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives

a brief introduction to the theoretical methods of all the
algorithms used in NCI corrections. Section 3 describes three
major ensemble frameworks, Bagging, Boosting and Stacking.
In section 4, the performance of built ensemble models for
NCI corrections are compared, and it is discussed how to
obtain the key factorsthe number and the variety of base
learnersin Stacking learning ensembles. And finally, a general
procedure for Stacking ensemble establishment is summarized.
Concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Data Sets. The database was generated from publicly

available NCI benchmark databases S22, S66, and X40
contributed by the Hobza group.14,35 The detailed description
of the database is in our previous study.34 The descriptor list is
in the support information Table S1. In this study, six
commonly used DFT methods (M062X, ωB97XD, PBE, PBE-
D3, B3LYP, B3LYP-D3) are utilized to compute the database
in vacuum. Both Pople and Dunning types of basis sets (6-
31G*, 6-31+G*, cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-pVDZ)36,37 are adopted
in DFT calculations, which created nine data sets as shown in
Table 1, where the data sets are abbreviated D1−D9 for
convenience. The B3LYP, B3LYP-D3, PBE, and PBE-D3
calculations for data sets were performed by the ORCA3.0
quantum chemical program, and the rest of the DFT
calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 program
package.38,39 For some data sets in our database, NCI obtained
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by ORCA3.0 is a little better than that in Gaussian 09 due to
different calculation settings, such as HF exchange ratio, so
those data sets generated from ORCA3.0 results were kept for
machine learning modeling.
The data sets were divided into training and test sets by

using set partitioning based on joint x−y distances (SPXY)
algorithm,40 where the numbers of data in training and test sets
were set to 91 and 30, respectively. In addition, all the data
were normalized to [0,1] using the Minmax standardization
method so that the values of all features and the response
variable were of the same order of magnitude.
2.2. Feature Selection. Feature selection is a simple way

to create diversified base learners to build an ensemble, where
the diversity of base learners is from different feature
subspaces.41 In our study, because the scale of databases is
quite small, feature selection is regularly adopted to reduce
dimensionality to prevent the overfitting problem. So herein,
feature selection is not only for dimension reduction but also
for generating varieties of base learners. Moreover, multiple
feature selection algorithms might be able to improve
knowledge discovery, since important features can be
discovered by different algorithms. However, it is clear that
an ensemble of feature subset models affects the economy of
representation.42

Traditional feature selection algorithms for generic data can
be grouped into four categories: similarity based, information
theoretical based, sparse learning-based and statistical-based
methods.42 One method has been chosen in each category as a
representative feature selection method in our experiments,
which are ReliefF, joint mutual information (JMI), least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Lasso), and
correlation-based feature selection (CFS). Because all of
these four feature selection methods are filters, a wrapper
method, forward selection (FS),43 was added for enhancing the
variety of selections.
2.3. Regression Methods. 2.3.1. Random Forest (RF).

The RF algorithm was proposed by Breiman, and it is an
assembled recursive partitioning method.44 In an RF regression
model, when a new input sample enters, each decision tree in
the forest is utilized to determine one prediction for the
sample, and then the average of predictions is taken as an
output. It has been widely employed for QSAR.28,31 In our
experiments, the default values of ntree(500) and mtry(p/2) are
used, where p is the number of variables used in the model.
2.3.2. Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT). GBDT,

one of the gradient Boosting algorithms, was developed by
Jerome Friedman.45 It is a combination of gradient boosting
and decision tree and has been widely used in machine
learning techniques for regression and classification problems.

Boosting relies on weighted majority voting of models in the
ensemble, where new base learners are trained with respect to
the error of the former ensemble model in each iteration. Thus,
later base learners may generate a lower error rate than
previous base learners.46 The gradient-descent based on
boosting algorithms and the corresponding models are called
gradient boosting machines.45 Classification and regression
tree (CART) is a typical regression model. Mathematically, the
model can be viewed as

∑̂ = ∈
=

y f x f F( ),i
k

K

k i k
1 (1)

where K is the number of trees, f is a function in the functional
space F that is the set of all possible regression trees, and ŷi is
the predicted value.

2.3.3. Support Vector Machine (SVM). SVM was proposed
by Vapnik in 1995 and is popularly used for pattern
classification and nonlinear regression.47 In particular, it can
handle nonlinear and high-dimensional problems for small
databases, because samples can be mapped to high-dimen-
sional space where they are converted into linear problems.
However, this may result in very complex calculations that
used to be solved by using the kernel function to directly
transfer features from low to high dimensions. This can also
overcome the local minima problem. Therefore, SVM has
become one of the most popular classification and regression
methods due to its outstanding performance.27 In the paper,
the fitting function and the RBF kernel function are f(x) =
∑αiyiK(x,xi) + β0(0 ≤ αi ≤ C) and K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ||xi −
xj||

2), respectively, where the parameters γ and C are obtained
from a grid search.

2.3.4. Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). MLR is a simple
linear statistical method. The relation between response
variable y and independent variable x is

β β= −y x0 (2)

where β0 and β are obtained by minimizing the least-squares in
eq 3.

∑ β β− −
β =

y xarg min ( )
i I

n

i i0
2

(3)

2.4. Model Assessment. Validation parameters recom-
mended by OECD are used to evaluate the performance of
ensemble models.48 They are root mean squared error
(RMSE) in eq 4, mean absolute errors (MAE, eq 5), predictive
squared correlation coefficient (q2, eq 6), and q2 in K-fold
cross-validation (qcv

2). All RMSE and MAE values are in kcal/
mol.

∑= − ̂
=n

Y YRMSE
1

( )
i

n

i i
1

2

(4)

∑= | − ̂|
=n

Y YMAE
1

i

n

i i
1 (5)

= −
∑ − ̂

∑ − ̅
q

Y Y
Y Y

1
( )
( )

i i

i

2
2

2
(6)

where Yi, Ŷi, Y̅, and n are the response, the predicted value, the
averaged values (the training set), and the number of all

Table 1. DFT Methods for Noncovalent Interactions Data
Sets

data sets DFT method basis sets

D1 M062X 6-31G*
D2 M062X 6-31+G*
D3 M062X cc-pVDZ
D4 M062X aug-cc-pVDZ
D5 ωB97XD 6-31G*
D6 PBE 6-31G*
D7 PBE-D3 6-31G*
D8 B3LYP 6-31G*
D9 B3LYP-D3 6-31G*
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samples, respectively. In the cross-validation, the q2 values of
10 subset models are averaged to qcv

2.
The sum of ranking differences (SRD) is often used to

compare models, methods, analytical techniques, and panel
members. To further compare the performance of DFT NCI
correction models, SRDs are computed.49 The closer the SRD
value is to zero, the better the model.

3. ENSEMBLE LEARNING ON NCI CORRECTION
The frameworks of ensemble learning are constructed with
either sequential or parallel base learners, which can be same
(homogeneous) or multiple (heterogeneous) types in bagging
and stacking ensembles, whereas boosting can only be
homogeneous because of its algorithm. Through combination
rules, an ensemble can grow to a strong learning machine by
taking majority results of weak machine learning methods.
3.1. Bagging. Bagging, a bootstrap aggregating, is one of

the earliest ensemble algorithms proposed by Breiman.50 A
subset randomly generated from a training data set by
bootstrapping is used to train base learners. Generally, the
individual outputs of base learners vote or are averaged for the
final output of ensemble models. Bagging has shown fair
performances in the variance reduction effect.29 RF is a
representative of the state-of-art ensemble methods, which is
an extension of Bagging. Therefore, RF is chosen as the
Bagging technique.
3.2. Boosting. Boosting works by training a set of learners

sequentially, where later learners focus more on the mistakes of
earlier learners. To achieve the goal, each training sample is
assigned a weight. The whole training process tends to
concentrate on “hard” instances through updating weights
accordingly. The boosting algorithm derives its ultimate result
by combining many base learners into a single final output
through weights, which tends to reduce the bias.51 GBDT is
chosen as a representative of boosting technique in experi-
ments.
3.3. Stacking. Stacking29 is a general two-level framework

that uses a learning algorithm as a specific combination
method. Stacking can be built using the same or different
learning algorithms in the first level, which thus forms
homogeneous or heterogeneous stacking ensembles, respec-
tively. A combiner algorithm (meta-learner) is trained to make
the ultimate predictions using the predictions generated by the
base learners in the previous layer.
In this study, the designed framework, a two-layer stacking

structure, is presented in Figure 1. The established
homogeneous and heterogeneous stacking ensembles are
abbreviated as homo-SE and hete-SE, respectively. In the
first layer, five feature subsets are generated by five feature
selection methods. Then, three base learners (either the same
in homo-SE or different in hete-SE) are trained by taking five
feature subsets as inputs, respectively. In homo-SE, base
learners are SVM (i.e., Model1−n all use the SVM method) and
in hete-SE, base learners use three algorithms, where Model1−5,
Model6−10, and Model11−15 adopt SVM, RF, and MLR,
respectively. When training homo-SE with each selected
feature subset, a 10-fold cross-validation is applied, where the
top three SVM models proceed to a model pool for further
forward selection. Therefore, in total 15 models are preserved
in the first layer. In hete-SE, three types of machine learning
methods are trained based on feature subsets selected by five
feature selection methods, respectively, thus generating 15
models as well in the first layer. In stacking ensembles, the

output of the first layer is taken as the input of the second
layer. To get optimal inputs for the meta-learner, forward
selection (taking results of models one by one according to
RMSEs that were ranked in the descending order) is used to
select the best models from the model pool generated in the
first layer. Finally, a meta-learner based on selected models is
constructed in the second layer.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. DFT Calculations. Four basis sets are used with DFT

calculations on NCI computations. The results are shown in
Table 2. In M062X calculations, Pople basis sets (6-31G* and
6-31+G*) only cost approximately 1/60 of the time spent by
corresponding Dunning basis sets (cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-
pVDZ), but the accuracy is similar for the corresponding basis
sets (D1:1.66 vs D3:2.01, D2:1.07 vs D4:0.94 kcal/mol).
Comparing D1 with D2 and D3 with D4, DFT calculations are
significantly improved through adding diffuse functions on
both types of basis sets in vacuum. However, it is unexpected
that D7 and D9 are worse than D6 and D8, respectively. The
reason may be that the magnitude of dispersion correction is a
comparably large value, which makes the results with or
without the dispersion correction differ greatly.24,52

4.2. Ensemble Learning Models. 4.2.1. Number of Base
Learners. The number of base learners is an important
parameter when building an ensemble model. To a great
extent, it depends on the algorithm in the meta-learners.
Herein, SVM is used as the meta-learner, so the base learner
number is optimized based on SVM. In the model pool, the
preserved 15 models generated in the first layer are sorted
according to RMSEs of validation data sets, and then the top m
base learners are selected to constitute the input of the meta-
learners.

Figure 1. Stacking ensemble framework
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The results on the number of base learners on D4 (the
RMSE is smallest among all data sets) are shown in Figure 2,

where the relation between the number of base learners and
RMSE of ensemble models can be observed. When the number
of base learners is smaller than 7, RMSE goes down quickly.
After that RMSEs become small and stable between 7 and 11;
however, RMSE starts slowly going up starting at 12, which
suggests that 7−11 is an optimal range of the number of base
learners. The same calculation is also applied to other data sets
(as shown in Figures S1−S8). For other data sets, the optimal
range is probably different.
Since feature selection methods adopt different algorithms,

the selected features are more or less diversified. According to
the results of five feature selection methods, several features
show more statistical significance than others, such as the
arrangement of two NCI parts in dimers, the ratio of SP3
carbon atoms in molecules, the energy of HOMO, dipole
moment, and nuclear potential.
4.2.2. Learning Ensemble Construction. Various ensemble

models are constructed for DFT NCI data sets. All the
proposed models were built in MATLAB 2014.53 Three
strategies of ensemble learning are compared for NCI

correction. The single GRNN correction model34 is also
built with all data sets for comparison with ensemble models.
The evaluation parameters of all models are listed in Table 2.
In Table 2, from the data set point of view, the best model is

based on the best DFT calculation D4 (M062X/aug-cc-
PVDZ); however, the difference between D2 and D4 is quite
small and D2 (M062X/6-31+G*) costs a lot less than D4. In
the perspective of models, NCI DFT calculations can be better
corrected by ensemble models than the single GRNN model
except for RF models based on D6−8 data sets. The RMSEs of
ensemble models were reduced from 0.94 to 2.64 to 0.22−0.59
and MAEs decreased from 0.80 to 2.19 to 0.14−0.42. The
RMSE of D7 data set, which has the largest RMSE (2.64) of
DFT in all data sets, was reduced to 0.50 maximum (RF
model) and 0.31 minimum (hete-SE model), that is, the
RMSE was reduced by 81%−88%. The largest correction was
achieved by combinations of hete-SE with DFT in D7 and
GBDT with DFT in D9, which reduced RMSE by 88%. The
least error result (RMSE = 0.22) was obtained by hete-SE
correction in D4, which was based on the best DFT results.
The ensemble model prediction based on D2 (RMSE S66 =
0.18 and S22 = 0.18) is much better than the single GRNN
model (RMSE S66 = 0.43 and S22 = 0.28), and similar to
MP2.5 (RMSE S66 = 0.16 and S22 = 0.22).9 It can be seen
that the performance of most hete-SE is the best, which
suggests the importance of the base learner diversity, that is,
the difference between homo-SE and hete-SE. In addition,
boosting GBDT models are better than bagging RF, which
proves that the combination rule is one of the key points of
ensemble modeling. Because of the randomness of input
features in the root tree of GBDT and RF, the results of base
learners are not stable in their ensemble construction;
therefore, qcv

2 of GBDT and RF are smaller than other
ensembles in Table 2. Additionally, the predictive power of
models q2 of all the ensemble models is larger than GRNN in
all data sets, which indicates good predictability of ensemble
learning.

Table 2. Evaluation Parameters of DFT and Different Correction Modelsa

RMSE/MAE

qcv
2/q2

data sets DFT GRNN RF GBDT homo-SE hete-SE

D1 1.66/1.34 0.50/0.35 0.42/0.30 0.30/0.20 0.34/0.22 0.31/0.20
−/0.83 0.95/0.98 0.96/0.98 0.93/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99

D2 1.07/0.80 0.44/0.36 0.35/0.24 0.27/0.21 0.34/0.19 0.25/0.16
−/0.93 0.97/0.98 0.93/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99

D3 2.01/1.54 0.61/0.39 0.59/0.36 0.50/0.30 0.52/0.27 0.50/0.30
−/0.74 0.89/0.96 0.93/0.95 0.96/0.99 0.97/0.98 0.98/0.97

D4 0.94/0.80 0.47/0.34 0.34/0.22 0.24/0.18 0.24/0.14 0.22/0.15
−/0.95 0.96/0.98 0.96/0.99 0.98/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99

D5 1.77/1.55 0.47/0.35 0.41/0.28 0.35/0.23 0.32/0.21 0.29/0.20
−/0.82 0.96/0.98 0.97/0.98 0.96/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.99

D6 1.96/1.52 0.47/0.25 0.59/0.42 0.39/0.26 0.37/0.26 0.37/0.25
−/0.80 0.93/0.98 0.93/0.96 0.91/0.99 0.99/0.98 0.99/0.98

D7 2.64/2.19 0.46/0.32 0.50/0.32 0.41/0.27 0.37/0.24 0.31/0.21
−/0.62 0.93/0.98 0.94/0.97 0.94/0.99 0.99/0.98 0.99/0.99

D8 1.96/1.57 0.48/0.34 0.54/0.38 0.36/0.26 0.36/0.23 0.34/0.24
−/0.79 0.93/0.98 0.89/0.97 0.90/0.99 0.99/0.98 0.99/0.99

D9 2.34/2.05 0.48/0.32 0.43/0.28 0.27/0.19 0.37/0.25 0.36/0.26
−/0.68 0.98/0.98 0.96/0.98 0.97/0.99 0.99/0.99 0.99/0.98

aRMSE and MAE in kcal/mol, qcv
2 and q2.

Figure 2. Hete-SE results based on different numbers of base learners
on D4 data set.
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The difference of ensemble and single models in hete-SE
method of D4 (the RMSE is the smallest in all data sets) is
displayed in Figure 3. It shows that performances of ensemble

models are superior to all single models, even though the 13th
single model is very close to ensemble models. Apparently,
RMSEs of single models fluctuate much of the time when
changing feature subsets or base learners, whereas ensemble
models can greatly avoid the instability of single models.
The violin plots of errors between benchmark and various

calculation results for all data sets are shown in Figure 4. It
shows that all correction models give better results than DFT
calculations and that the ensemble correction models are
obviously superior to simple machine learning algorithms,

especially on D4 and D5 data sets, underscoring the
exceptional performance of the ensemble models. In Figure
4, hete-SE results are clearly better than any other method in
D1, D2, D5, and D7 data sets, and similar to other methods in
other data sets. From the overall evaluation, hete-SE is the best
among all models.
It is further verified by the ranking of models by SRD values

listed in Table 3, where the ranks of hete-SE and GRNN are
mostly the first and last, respectively. SRD comparisons also
demonstrate that ensemble models can more properly correct
the DFT NCIs than a simple machine learning algorithm.

4.2.3. Base Learner and Meta-Learner in Stacking
Ensemble. In the homo-SE scheme, homo-SVM chooses
SVM as both base learner and meta-learner. For comparison,
homo-SE with RF and MLR (homo-RF, homo-MLR) are also
built, where the types of the base learner and meta-learner are
same, that is, either RF or MLR, respectively.
In the hete-SE scheme, SVM, RF, and MLR are acting as the

meta-learner, respectively, while the base learners include all
three types of base learners, where each feature subset is
modeled by all three methods (SVM/RF/MLR). The results
of different algorithms used in homo-SE and hete-SE are
shown in Table 4.
In Table 4, the results of nonlinear models (homo-SVM and

homo-RF) are better than homo-MLR in homo-SE, but the
results of three hete-SE models are similar. It is noted that
under the same meta-learner conditions, homo-SEs are based
on the same corresponding type of base learners, thus the

Figure 3. RMSE of the ensemble model vs single models in hete-SE
of D4 data set. Horizontal and verticals are single models and RMSE,
respectively.

Figure 4. Violin plots of prediction errors for all data sets. The errors of data sets are calculated with NCIBenchmark−NCIDFT and NCIBenchmark−
NCIModel.
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variety of base learners in each homo-SE is smaller than that in
hete-SEs, which are based on different types of base learners.
This suggests that the variety of base learners is more
important than that of a meta-learner in the stacking technique.
The results for all data sets by hete-SE are listed in Tables S2
and S3.
4.3. General Procedure for Hete-SE. In summary, to

establish a learning ensemble, a general procedure can be
simply adopted as follows: (1) Multiple feature selections/
feature subspaces are used to obtain high varieties of base
learners. (2) Determination of the hyperparameters in which
the type and the number of base learners on the basis of meta-
learners. (3) Setting a threshold for selecting good base
learners as inputs of meta-learners to achieve the high accuracy
prediction.

5. CONCLUSION
NCI is an intractable problem for both theoretical and
experimental studies. Machine learning is probably an easy way
to solve this problem. Ensemble learning is a paradigm of
machine learning and a great strategy for both simple machine
learning and deep learning algorithms, which avoids the
instability and improves the performance of single models. In
this study, ensemble learning has been established for NCI
DFT calculation corrections; moreover, a general framework
for hete-SE in chemical databases is proposed. In comparison
with single models, the best hete-SE improves the accuracy
further by 25% except for the robustness and generalization of
the correction models. The standardized model building
procedure may be adaptive for other types of chemical
databases.
According to our experiments, we offer the following

suggestions for obtaining high accuracy NCIs. (1) The
ensemble models, especially hete-SE, are superior to a single

machine learning algorithm in NCI corrections. An economic
computation on high-accuracy NCIs can use hete-SE based on
M062X/6-31+G* calculations. (2) Building a hete-SE can be
performed with the following procedure: select multiple
feature sets, model base learners, optimize the number of
inputs based on meta-learners, and finally, obtain outputs with
meta-learners. (3) The variety of base learners is more
important than that of meta-learners.
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